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The Governors of St Matthew’s RC High School seek to appoint 
a dynamic and exceptional Lead Teacher of English to join our 
wonderful school. 
 
Brief overview of position 
 
We are looking for someone who is passionate about their 
subject and determined in their mission to impart knowledge, 
skills and understanding to all of our young people, whilst 
exciting and engaging them in their learning. You should be a 
committed classroom practitioner with a passion for learning 
and teaching. You must be able to establish excellent 
relationships with pupils and colleagues, and work well within a 
team. Applicants should be fully supportive of St Matthew’s 
Catholic foundation. 
 
Reporting to: Deputy Headteacher  
 
To arrange an informal visit, please contact Mrs Gibson, PA to 
the Headteacher, on 0161 681 6178 or by email at 
k.gibson@smrchs.com  

Lead Teacher 

of English  

Full time, permanent 
Salary: L1-L10 
Start date: September 2024 

Closing date for applications: Thursday 21 March 2024 at 12 
noon 
 
Interview date: Wednesday 27th March 2024 
 
 
Application packs can be downloaded from the school website 
www.smrchs.com. Completed applications and supporting 
documentation should then be submitted by email to Mrs 
Gibson at k.gibson@smrchs.com. 
 
This school is committed to safeguarding and promoting the 
welfare of children and young people and expects all staff and 
volunteers to share this commitment. 
 
St Matthew’s is also committed to providing a diverse and 
inclusive community, ensuring equal opportunity. We welcome 
and we encourage applications from everyone, including 
groups currently under represented in our workforce. 
 
The successful applicant will be required to complete an 
enhanced DBS check. 
 



The person specification provides an indication of the skills and 
experience that we are seeking. We are interested in candidates 
with a proven examples of how they can improve rates of 
progress and outcomes in their subject.  
 
The Role 
 

• To deliver outstanding teaching and learning in all aspects 
of your subject and therefore help pupils achieve 
excellent academic outcomes. 

• Confident, focussed and passionate about their subject 
The ability to gain trust and respect of school staff, pupils 
and parents 

• Outstanding subject knowledge with an ability to share 
this with pupils in an exciting and academically rigorous 
way 

• Outstanding communication skills, both orally and written 

• Well organised and reliable 

• Good knowledge of current issues relating to Teaching 
and Learning 

• Ability to work under pressure 

• Loyalty and commitment to the team 

• Enthusiastic and able to bring new ideas to the school and 
department 

The job description below gives an insight into the responsibilities of the 
post of a Lead Teacher of English, and while this is not an exhaustive list, it 
should allow candidates to have an understanding of what this role entails, 
and the key elements of this role. 

 
 
  

 



Duties as a classroom teacher 
 
Teaching and Learning  
 
• With direction from the Quality of Education team, and within 
the context of the school’s curriculum and LTPs/MTPs, plan and 
prepare effective teaching modules and lessons.  
• Teach engaging and effective lessons that motivate, inspire 
and improve pupil attainment.  
• Use regular assessments to set targets for pupils, monitor 
pupil progress and respond accordingly to the results of such 
monitoring.  
• To produce/contribute to oral and written assessments, 
reports and references relating to individual and groups of 
pupils.  
• Develop plans and processes for the classroom with 
measurable results and evaluate those results to make 
improvements in pupil achievement.  
• Ensure that all pupils achieve good rates of progress, given 
their starting points. 
• Maintain regular and productive communication with pupils, 
parents and carers, to report on progress, sanctions and 
rewards and all other communications.  
• Direct and supervise support staff assigned to lessons and 
when required participate in related recruitment and selection 
activities.  
• Implement and adhere to the school’s behaviour 
management policy, ensuring the health and well-being of 
pupils is maintained at all times.  
• Participate in preparing pupils for external examinations.  
• Identify the intervention needs of pupils in your classes and 
liaise with relevant members of staff to ensure needs are met.  
• To play a full and active role in all quality assurance processes, 
reviewing and improving rates of progress for all classes and 
implementing and reviewing in-class interventions for targeted 
pupils with concerning rates of progress.  
 

 
  

• To seek ways of constantly raising standards of students’ 
attainment and support students’ progress 

• Coach other staff to raise standards of attainment and 
accelerate student’s progress where necessary 

• To keep up-to-date with national developments not only in 
the subject area but also in teaching and learning practice 
and methodology 

• To ensure that classrooms and the surrounding area 
provides a positive and safe environment which promotes 
well-being, raises aspirations and high achievement for all 

• To set challenging and aspirational targets to develop all 
students academically, emotionally, spiritually and socially 
and coach other staff within the team to do the same  

• To co-ordinate appropriate and timely intervention for 
students that fall off their flightpath at each key stage 

• To develop and support implementation of appropriate 
24/7 learning resources to support students’ progress 
outside of the classroom and ensure the quality of these is 
regularly reviewed and monitored 

• To convene and chair regular departmental meetings 
(including Track and Plan sessions) producing an agenda 
and ensuring effective minutes are recorded and retained 

• To lead and promote outstanding literacy teaching in the 
department in line with the whole school literacy policy 

• To manage the available resources of staff, money and 
equipment effectively within the limits guidelines and 
procedures determined by the school 

 
 



The person appointed will: 
 
• Be committed to the Catholic ethos of the school;  
• Hold a suitable degree and UK recognised teaching 
qualification 
• Have a passion for learning and teaching 
• Demonstrate understanding of current teaching and learning 
issues 
• Demonstrate understanding of the wider role that their 
subject has within the curriculum 
• Have a proven track record of student achievement 
• Demonstrate understanding of the role their subject plays in 
the delivery of the Mission of a Catholic School  
• Demonstrate a commitment to the wellbeing and 
safeguarding of young people  
• Demonstrate the ability to enthuse, enable and negotiate 
with others 

 
  

Have experience of: 
 
• Successful teaching in their subject across the full age, gender 
and ability range in a secondary school 
• MTP/LTP creation experience 
• Awareness of the necessity for QA 
• Possess good skills in:  
   • Clear communication both one to one and with large groups 
   • Effective time management and organisation 
   • Excellent interpersonal relationships  
 
Where the postholder is disabled, every effort will be made to 
supply all necessary aids, adaptations or equipment to allow 
them to carry out the duties of the job. 



 


